At MOM’s we recognize that health, peace and prosperity are the
result of harmony within the individual and the community. Therefore,
we make the commitment to harmony greater than any other
commitment or particular goal in our lives.

MOM says strive to cultivate inner harmony and
you will find peace everywhere

Wise Earth School
of Ayurveda

Over the years, Wise Earth School of Ayurveda – home to Mother
Om Mission (MOM) – nestled in the serene Pisgah mountains of North
Carolina, has evolved as a sanctuary for hundreds of health practitioners worldwide – yoga, teachers, doctors, nurses, midwives, youth mentors, community activists – who have been trained by Mother Maya to
instruct, teach, and practice Ayurveda in Wise Earth Tradition – the inner medicine model to restore good health and inner harmony to self
and community.
Wise Earth principles and practices of sadhana are rooted in
grassroots origins of Vedas – spiritual awareness and opportunity that
cultivate health and inner growth, and ensure harmony with nature.
Wise Earth education is one of the most significant tools for self healing.

MOM’s Mission

Trained practioners at Wise Earth School with Mother Maya.
Wise Earth School revives wholesome earth practices –
grinding spice seeds on rivers stone.

Recognition
for MOM’s Work
The success of MOM’s work with Wise Earth programs and services is
evidenced by increasing recognition and endorsements for our health
education, family and community wellness programs.

MOM says each one of us has an innate right
to health, peace and prosperity

MOM is a non-governmental, charitable organization whose goal is
to restore individual health and community harmony. MOM supports
at-risk communities by empowering community members with the education and tools needed to reclaim a sense of shared responsibility for
their well being, making the most powerful education available to the
poorest communities on earth. MOM’s inner medicine education – strives
to examine all aspects – cultural, social, economic, and spiritual – that
influence a person’s behavior and well being and teaches the individual
how to transform violence, poverty and disease into nurturance and
health by refocusing their inner resources for healing. MOM has been
mobilizing an international sustaining health and wellness force.

Your gift to MOM

The success of Swamini Mayatitananda’s inner medicine model is
powerful proof that the criteria for effective leadership must be
redefined.
— BETH COSTELLO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
MIND SCIENCE FOUNDATION
You have brought to this groundbreaking, cross-cultural conference
of A New Holistic Medicine for the 21st Century MOM’s outstanding
modality for the preventative health care that combines ancient wisdom
with the cutting edge of current research.
— ADELE HEYMAN, DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION,
NEW YORK OPEN CENTER
Thank you for your outstanding contribution to Noetic Sciences
Sixth Annual Conference. Your workshops helped enrich and deepen
both the spirit and substance of the event, giving participants more
opportunity for interactive and experiential contact with the ideas (of
health and wellness). We deeply appreciate your playing such a pivotal
role in making the conference a success. MOM’s work certainly serves
the larger work to which we are committed and in which we join you in
partnership.
— TOM HURLEY, DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION,
INSTITUTE OF NOETIC SCIENCES
Wise Earth School of Ayurveda introduces a profound model for
healing that is based in our own natural ability to heal ourselves. Wise
Earth’s inner medicine model is highly effective and affordable, and is
accessible to every human being.
— SUBHAS RAMPERSAUD, SECRETARY,
WISE EARTH SCHOOL OF AYURVEDA

We welcome your assistance in the areas that follow:
• Sponsoring MOM’s work in your area
• Joining MOM’s training force worldwide
• Restoring community healthful lifeways and world harmony
• Endorsing MOM’s work
• Sending financial support

This deeply appreciated gift supports the wisdom work
of MOM which serves humanity with education and
tools to cultivate good health, inner harmony
and community well-being

MOTHER OM MISSION
(MOM)
WISE EARTH SCHOOL
90 DAVIS CREEK ROAD • CANDLER, NORTH CAROLINA 28715
TEL: 828-258-9999 • TEL: 828-667-4844
FAX: 828-667-0844 • EMAIL: health@wisearth.org

MOM NEW YORK, USA
MOM GUYANA, SOUTH AMERICA

www.wisearth.org

MOTHER OM MISSION
(MOM)
health • nurturance • spirit
A charitable organization in Guyana, South America and
USA, whose radical new approach in several
at-risk communities is transforming violence
and disease into peace, nurturance,
and health.

